
       
     

PRESS RELEASE 
 

Bond Pricing Agency Malaysia's evaluated bond pricing data now on 

Bloomberg Terminal  

Kuala Lumpur, Aug 02, 2021 - Bloomberg and Bond Pricing Agency Malaysia (BPAM) today 
announced that BPAM's evaluated pricing data for Malaysian Ringgit bonds will be available on 
the Bloomberg Terminal. 
 
Bloomberg clients with BPAM pricing subscriptions can access BPAM evaluated pricing data for 
short-term rated, and long-term rated and unrated bonds on the Bloomberg Terminal for their 
trading, risk management and accounting processes.  
 
“With the current work-from-home policy still being instituted by many organisations, our mutual 
clients would be able to create a fluid work environment even from home and leverage the 
transparency and consistency provided by BPAM’s evaluated pricing data through Bloomberg’s 
advanced solutions,” said En. Meor Amri Meor Ayob, BPAM’s Chief Executive Officer and 
Executive Director. 
 
"We are pleased to offer BPAM evaluated pricing data to our clients in Malaysia, to complement 
their existing bond workflows within Bloomberg's analytics, trading, order management and 
portfolio management tools." said Steven Yankelson, Head of ASEAN, Bloomberg. 
 
------------- 
 
About BPAM 
 
Established in 2004 under the name Bondweb Malaysia Sdn Bhd, Bond Pricing Agency Malaysia 
(BPAM) (667403-U) is currently the only registered bond pricing agency accredited by the 
Securities Commission of Malaysia. BPAM is the market leader in delivering evaluated pricing and 
reference bond data, analytics and benchmarks services on the Malaysian Fixed Income market. 
BPAM currently serves over 130 local and international financial institutions and works with 
extensive strategic partners ranging from global information vendors, research houses, media 
organizations, academias and training providers. Visit us at https://www.bpam.com.my for more 
information.  
 
About Bloomberg 
 
Bloomberg, the global business and financial information and news leader, gives influential 
decision makers a critical edge by connecting them to a dynamic network of information, people 
and ideas. The company’s strength – delivering data, news and analytics through innovative 
technology, quickly and accurately – is at the core of the Bloomberg Terminal. Bloomberg’s 
enterprise solutions build on the company’s core strength: leveraging technology to allow 
customers to access, integrate, distribute and manage data and information across organizations 
more efficiently and effectively. For more information, visit Bloomberg.com/company or request a 
demo. 
 
 
Article Link: 
https://www.bloomberg.com/company/press/bond-pricing-agency-malaysias-evaluated-bond-
pricing-data-now-on-bloomberg-terminal/  
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